USCG AUX D1SR – QUICK GUIDE TO THE VERTEX CACHE RADIO

This radio may only be used for:
- **Coast Guard or Auxiliary Business** – informal or formal concerning events, procedures, activities, and programs
- **Disaster and Special Event Communications**
- **Communications Training**
- **Logistics and Movements** - coordination and direction of mobile station, vessel, aircraft, and personnel movements.
- **SAR Support and DF Coordination** - to supplement the VHF Marine channels

1. Use proper Coast Guard radio procedures. If you are uncertain, obtain training.
2. When transmitting, identify yourself by the call sign assigned to you for the event or by the four numbers engraved on the rear of the radio.
3. Return this radio to where you obtained it. Do not give it to your replacement unless instructed.

For further assistance contact the CG COML at your event, your Division CM, or a member of the DSO-CM’s Auxiliary Communications Team (ACT)